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Disclaimer
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Long Cast Advisers, LLC (“Long Cast Advisers”) is a registered investment adviser
(CRD# 175005) offering advisory services in the State of New York and in other
jurisdictions where exempted. Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or
training.

All written content in this presentation is for information purposes only. Opinions
expressed herein are solely those of Long Cast Advisers, unless otherwise specifically
cited.

While we stand by our own views and attempt here to provide them with as much
transparency as possible, some material presented is from other parties. Though we
believe them to be from reliable sources, no representations are made by our firm as to
another parties’ informational accuracy or completeness.

All information or ideas provided should be discussed in detail with an adviser,
accountant or legal counsel prior to implementation.

Past performance in no guarantee of future results. All investing involves risk, including
the potential for loss of principal. There is no guarantee that any strategy will be
successful.





What I Do 

Long Cast Advisers is a small cap focused investment management firm that makes long term 
concentrated investments in small public businesses, with the aim of owning them for years

Long Cast Advisers focuses on individual small cos because:  
- They tend to be overlooked by larger institutions that are too big to own them 
- They can compound growth more rapidly 
- Often they are “market agnostic”; outcomes are driven by simple, discrete and 

specific strategies, contracts or actions, that unfold over time 
- Small investors can have meaningful engagement with their managers

In-depth analysis allows me to literally take ownership of my work:
- Research industry groupings, supply chains and customers 
- Investigate through substitutes and complements
- Interview ex-employees, customers and competitors 
- Solicit criticism from an advisory board to consider questions I haven’t asked

Long Cast Advisers provides an alternative solution to:
- The undifferentiated approach of index investing 
- The opaque approach, high turnover and high fees of hedge funds 
- The mass retail approach of mutual funds 
- Conflicted and high fee advice of wire houses
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Structure & Fees

Long Cast Advisers should appeal to investors who want their money to grow with the most 
differentiated solution – individual stock selection – apart from the market. 

My firm is currently structured as a “food truck” version of a hedge fund
- Clients are managed as SMA’s on the IBKR platform
- Fees are 1% of AUM per year 
- Accredited investors can opt for 10% performance fee
- $100,000 minimum investment 
- Simple, cost effective and transparent
- Target 15% CAGR

Over time, as assets grow, I hope to transition to a partnership structure but with just ~$3M 
AUM, the higher fixed capital cost of a partnership doesn’t make sense to me
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Why I Do It 

I love interacting with the world through the lens of business. 

Background 
+ Writer & reporter (NY Observer, Gannett)
+ PI (BackTrack reports) 
+ PE (Cisneros Group) 
+ IB (CSFB equity research associate covering multi-industrials)
+ MBA (Baruch “Honors” Program)
+ IB (BMO equity research associate covering business services)
+ IB (BMO analyst covering industrials services, E&C) 

= Long Cast Advisers, PM and “Chief Curiosity Officer” 

I have a lot of reps …
- analyzing companies large and small
- speaking with executives, customers and competitors  
- attending conventions
- learning about businesses
- assessing probabilities around long term valuation 
- with a large network of people to talk with and learn from
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How I Do It: The Research Process

Investing is grounded in fact but it is also as much a creative endeavor - a product of 
imagination, possibilities and probabilities - as it is a financial and scientific one

Filters 
- Small & focused 
- Capital efficient
- Aligned 
- Understandable
- Accessible
- Inexpensive, relative to high probability outcomes 
- Wide opportunity pathway

Research process is convergence of experiences as a reporter, PI and in equity research 
- Companies are run by people – they are not just financial spreadsheets – and those 

people have patterns of behavior to assess, former colleagues to talk with, ideas they 
want to project on their work, strategies they want to implement, etc. 

- Products and services must solve tangible problems for customers, and their 
implementations and pricing need to be bound by the realities of the market
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How I Do It: Decision Process  
I seek ingredients that offer a “wide opportunity pathway” so that even when management 
has the inevitable misstep, the company doesn’t end up in the gutter

Business ingredients
- Solves a problem for customers at a price they’re willing to pay, with access to raw 

materials, solid working capital management and not over-levered

Management ingredients
- Can honestly assess their “secret sauce”
- Has a history of success I can track and follow 
- Aims to build a culture of ROIC, cash EPS and shareholder value 

Valuation ingredients 
- I look for reasonable multiples against reasonable outcomes 
- I am not “deep value”; inexpensive is elastic and multiples will vary
- How do the probabilities weigh towards a 10x vs towards a zero? 

Portfolio management ingredients
- Equity research is “Newtonian” but portfolio management is “Quantam”
- Start with small position and patiently build from there
- It is essential to buy on the way down … and sometimes on the way up
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How I Do It: Patience  

Patience – to learn, to wait, to build - is required in the stewardship of capital 

I am patient with my investments 
- I buy and hold for years; it takes time for businesses to grow and unfold 
- I let my winners ride; the business needs to change to justify a sale
- I don’t use leverage and tend to hold cash

I am patient with my business 
- I am building a solid foundation for a durable investment mgmt business
- I keep my costs low by managing SMA’s and working out of a basement office 
- I  have a supportive and hard working spouse who shares the long term view 
- I am as thoughtful with selecting my clients as they are with selecting me

I am patient with our managers … to a point. When opportunities aren’t met
- I engage, persuade, cajole and advocate through letters and meetings with mgmt.
- I push for better corporate stewardship if it can help unlock value (IVTY)
- I fight for mine and my clients’ capital (“It’s a do or get done world”)
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Working at BMO as sell side analyst ... PA is a 
mix of four "set it and forget it" accts with 
AUM ~$92k ... consolidated CAGR = 1% ...  
micro-cap focused portfolio CAGR = 6%

Post-BMO start "thinking like a 
professional" ... introduced to 
the slow money crowd 
(Tarasoff, Gramm, et al) ... PA 
grows due to severance + 401k 
consolidation + returns = AUM 
avg $563k over period ... '14 
work briefly at a fund ... 

10/31/14 decide to go off on 
own ... LCA opens Nov '15 ... all 
PA's fully consolidated under 
LCA by Nov '16 ... returns = 
11% CAGR ... PA ends $1.3M

'17 LCA has first 
non-family accts 
... '18 LCA 1st 
institution 
(Greenhaven Rd) 
... returns = 17% 
CAGR ... ~$3M 
AUM ... how to 
grow wisely? 

'08-'12

'13-'16 '17-'18

How I’ve Done (Including Pre-LCA)
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LCALLC R2000 S&P Dow

2015 (2-mos) 12% -5% -2% -2%

2016 16% 21% 12% 17%

2017 36% 15% 22% 28%

1Q18 -1% 0% -1% -2%

2Q18 -7% 8% 3% 1%

3Q18 9% 4% 8% 10%

YTD (12/24/18) -8% -16% -10% -9%

Cumulative chg 61% 11% 20% 33%

CAGR 16% 3% 6% 9%

Annual Percentage Change





Intelligent Systems (INS): Background

INS has many traits I find incredibly attractive 
- Unique and unusual 
- Long operating history available to analyze 
- Long history of capital efficiency
- Long history of high insider ownership (CEO owns 25%)
- Complicated enough to require work to understand 
- Easy enough to understand, once understood 
- Tangible and identifiable problem solved for customers
- Platform business with potential for compounding
- Founder / CEO is long term focused & … different
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Stock price $11.72

Diluted shares (k) 8,976

Market cap ($k) 105,203

Net Debt / (Cash) (17,760)

EV 87,443

EBITDA ('18E) 6,000

EV / EBITDA 14.6x

Revenue ('18E) 20,000

EV / Revenue 4.4x

Price / sales 5.3x



Summary P&L: Growth + Cash Flow 
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2014 2015 2016 2017 YTD '18

Total revs 4,187 4,782 8,178 9,302 14,046

Annual Lgst Cust 1,034 1,076 2,331 2,474 4,959

Revs ex-lgst cust 3,153 3,706 5,847 6,828 9,087

% chg y/y

Total revs 14% 71% 14% 51%

Annual Lgst Cust 4% 117% 6% 100%

Revs ex-lgst cust 18% 58% 17% 33%

Gross profit 2,116 2,232 4,200 4,807 7,938

OpEx (mosly R&D) 4,410 5,054 4,887 6,210 4,064

OpInc (2,294) (2,822) (687) (1,403) 3,874

CFO (1,958) (2,066) 473 (2,467) 4,986

CAPEX (189) (272) 0 (894) (663)

FCF (2,147) (2,338) 473 (3,361) 4,323

Net debt / (cash) (3,087) (18,455) (17,724) (14,024) (17,760)

cash flow funded by sale of ChemFree $5M buyback 11/8/18



Intelligent Systems (INS): History

Company was for decades what we’d call today a “holdco” 
- Started as a partnership in the ‘70s >> publicly traded since ’81 >> MLP from ‘86-’91
- Same CEO – Leland Strange – over duration – and he owns 25%
- From mid’-90s to 2006 “holdco” owned handful of operating companies (PaySys, 

InterQuad, HumanSoft, Risk Laboratories, ChemFree, QS Technologies, VISaer and 
CoreCard) + dozens of unconsolidated minority investments from duds to darling tech 
stocks, many emerging out of the company-owned incubator “Gwinnett Innovation Park”

- Accounting for unconsolidated investments makes historical P&L is largely irrelevant 
- Analysis of acquisitions, dispositions and gains offers fair measure of success over time
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Intelligent Systems (INS): More History

By 2008, INS had narrowed it’s holdco to two operating companies …
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… from 2012 shareholder letter: “Importantly, cash generated by the ChemFree operations 
continues to fund the corporate expenses and ongoing investment in our CoreCard Software 
subsidiary” …  

Investors hated this! They wanted INS to shut down or sell CoreCard. 

They hated it even more when, in 2015, in a much maligned decision, INS sold ChemFree to 
focus solely on the totally unprofitable CoreCard business!! 

Today, an investment in INS is an investment in the CoreCard operating business

1. ChemFree
Environmentally safe industrial parts 
washing
• Profitable
• Growing
• Easy to understand
• Cash flow positive

2. CoreCard
Card issuer processing software 
• Unprofitable 
• Little growth 
• Secretive (cannot disclose clients) 
• Complicated 
• Absorbing ChemFree’s cash flow 

https://us.astfinancial.com/proxyservices/Files/1OT03281.pdf


Intelligent Systems (INS): CoreCard

Back in the mid-90’s “holdco” days, INS owned a +50% equity stake in PaySys and was its 
primary investor and developer of its signature “VisionPlus software”. 

In 2001, PaySys was sold to First Data. 

“Intelligent Systems, having been the primary investor and builder of PaySys and selling it off 
in early 2000’s to First Data, we knew the difficulty of building first class bullet proof revolving 
credit software AND how it provided a tremendous barrier to entry for competitors.” -- Leland 
Strange, 2018

Concurrent with the 2001 sale, PaySys spun off “Delos Payment Systems”. Post-spin, INS 
owned ~30% of Delos + lent it $1.5M. In 2002, that loan defaulted, INS became a majority 
consolidated owner of Delos and renamed it CoreCard. INS has owned and self-funded $40M 
of investments into CoreCard over last 15 years. 

To note #1 … Today PaySys’ “VisionPlus software” has leading global market share and is 
the backbone of FDC’s “Global Financial Solutions” segment, which now generates +$1.2B 
revenues and +$500M EBITDA. 

To note #2 … INS & CoreCard are not new to this market
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https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/stories/2001/04/30/daily5.html


CoreCard Evolution to Growth 

CoreCard does card issuer processing software. This is the software that connects an 
account, a bank and a transaction. It is used in the issuance and management of credit, 
debit, prepaid, gas, gift, HSA, etc. Competitors = First Data, Total Systems & Fiserve. 

Historically, INS was solely a licensor of software for card issuer processing
• Pre-license revenues generated on the customization of the software
• Product / license revenues generated on the sale of a software license
• Post-license maintenance / support costs (10%-15% of the license annually)

They had a handful of large clients, with license revenues generated per active account. 

Over the last few years, investments enabled the company to 
1. expand its offering, to acquire larger customers
2. add processing, so that rather than sell a one-time license it can take over the full service 

as an outsourced provider >> future growth is expected to come from processing 

In 2017, INS indicated it would de-emphasize licensing to promote its processing platform. 
Lo-and-behold, a large customer ordered a license that will be delivered in early 2019. It is 
the source of recent growth … but it’s obviously non-recurring.
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Revenues Ex-Annual License Customer
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So What is this Worth? 

Big “bull” picture: Sticky platforms are compounding machines. So what is probability this 
achieves $100M revenues? If so this is at least 3x; if you don’t think so, don’t bother at all. 

What supports the notion that this could be $100M revenues? 
• Enormous TAM 
• Pedigree and experience 
• Long term focus: “We want to be a world class processor.” 
• “Small and focused wins” 
• Long history of self funding
• Recent history of cash flow generation 
• Sale of ChemFree = “burning the boats” 

Current multiple = 5x 2018E $20M revs (compares to PYPL and FISV) 

Let’s say license sells, and there’s a revenue fall off? At a 5x multiple vs. $12M recurring 
revenues ~$8 stock. Obviously, could go cheaper still but …
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Why Now? Why Them? 

Why now? This software has been around forever … 
• Decline in processing costs means there are now alternatives to the oligopoly

Why them? There are plenty of competitors … 
• They say they are agile, flexible, can get customers up and running quickly
• They have a lot of experience in this business 
• Importantly >> They will offer processing today and if the customer wants will sell a 

license in the future <<  nobody else does this  
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What Could Go Wrong? 

Reasonable worries and concerns … 

• Credit cycle. A receding tide of consumer lending reduces customer base. 

• 70% of revenues come from five customers. Obvious risk. 

• Revenue cliff and no rebound 

• Sale of company at discounted price 

• Competitors start to offer processing >> licensing (not easy to do)

• Potential litigation / IP conflicts with PaySys

… etc. there are always more ways by volume to go wrong than go right 
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Add’l Resources

Here is a 3 minute interview with CoreCard rep from 2016 processing convention. Provides 
some context around what they do.  

The company posts transcripts of its earnings conferences calls here. In ‘16 and ‘17 earnings 
call were twice / year and now are every quarter. Typical earnings call: CEO “I have a few 
bullets I’ll speak for 20 minutes then open the call for questions.” Q&A with Sam from 
Queens, NY.  
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https://www.fintech.finance/fintech-tv/payexpo-2016-mark-raleigh-corecard/
http://www.intelsys.com/investor_info.html#sec_filings


CoreCard Today (Financials) 
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2014 2015 2016 2017 YTD '18 1Q17 2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18

Revenues

Services / PSA 3,677 4,168 7,041 9,089 13,757 1,699 2,996 1,848 2,546 3,963 4,508 5,286

Licensing 510 614 1,137 213 289 0 140 20 53 95 65 129

Total Revenues 4,187 4,782 8,178 9,302 14,046 1,699 3,136 1,868 2,599 4,058 4,573 5,415

% chg y/y 14% 71% 14% 51% 139% 46% 190%

Gross profit

Services / PSA 1,854 1,837 3,689 4,705 7,785 806 1,746 1,041 1,112 2,356 2,466 2,963

Licensing 262 395 511 102 153 0 44 15 43 (41) 65 129

Total Gross profit 2,116 2,232 4,200 4,807 7,938 806 1,790 1,056 1,155 2,315 2,531 3,092

% chg y/y 5% 88% 14% 65% 187% 41% 193%

Marketing 271 242 350 255 240 79 69 64 43 68 87 85

G&A 950 1,935 1,797 1,588 1,357 481 397 343 367 473 418 466

R&D 3,189 2,877 2,740 4,367 2,467 787 1,042 1,132 1,406 953 709 805

OpInc (2,294) (2,822) (687) (1,403) 3,874 (541) 282 (483) (661) 821 1,317 1,736

EBITDA (2,294) (2,822) (687) (1,022) 4,347 (427) 357 (395) (557) 965 1,452 1,930

Net income (2,166) (1,469) (539) 501 3,817 (508) 203 1,385 (2,317) 893 1,058 1,866

Diluted avg shares 8,958 8,912 8,736 8,881 8,942 8,743 8,878 8,894 8,881 8,912 8,937 8,976

EPS ($0.24) ($0.16) ($0.06) $0.06 $0.43 ($0.06) $0.02 $0.16 ($0.26) $0.10 $0.12 $0.21

Total Assets 9,205 26,173 22,704 21,779 26,727 20,995 20,788 22,465 21,779 22,849 24,303 26,727

Total liabilities 2,627 3,004 3,774 2,326 3,398 2,509 2,086 2,360 2,326 2,506 2,836 3,398

Shareholder equity 6,578 23,169 18,930 19,453 23,329 18,486 18,702 20,105 19,453 20,343 21,467 23,329

BVPS $0.73 $2.60 $2.17 $2.19 $2.60 $2.11 $2.11 $2.26 $2.19 $2.28 $2.40 $2.60

% chg y/y 254% -17% 1% 19% 8% 14% 15%

Net debt / (cash) (3,087) (18,455) (17,724) (14,024) (17,760) (16,505) (15,917) (16,458) (14,024) (10,183) (11,064) (17,760)

^^ per share $0.34 $2.07 $2.03 $1.58 $1.98 $1.89 $1.79 $1.85 $1.58 $1.14 $1.24 $1.98

CFO 473 (2,467) 4,986 (163) (559) (283) (1,462) (3,187) 1,232 6,941

CAPEX 0 (894) (663) (48) (23) (361) (462) (170) (345) (148)

FCF 473 (3,361) 4,323 (211) (582) (644) (1,924) (3,357) 887 6,793




